**Contest Abbreviations**

- Applied Math – **APM**
- Bridge Building – **BB**
- Job Skills Demo A – **JSDA**
- Job Skills Demo Open - **JSDB**
- Metric 500 – **M500**
- Mouse Trap Vehicle – Distance – **MTV-D**
- Mouse Trap Vehicle – Speed – **MTV-S**
- Mouse Traptor Pull – **MTRP**
- Opening & Closing Ceremonies – **OCC**
- Power-Point Presentation - **PPP**
- Prepared Speech – **PS**
- Quiz Bowl – **QB**
- Robotics: Urban Search & Rescue – **USR**
- Team Engineering Challenge – **TEC**

**Registration Specifics**

Your middle school students may compete in only one or two competitions. However, some of the contests take more time and are subject to not knowing the time restraints because of the number of teams/contestants. Below are the competitions your students may compete in if they have more than one competition. If you have any questions, please direct them to Greg.

- Applied Math – **M500, BB, JSDA, JSDB, MTRP, MTV-S, MTV-D**
- Bridge Building - **TEC, QB, PS, PPP, MTV-S/D, APM, M500, MTRP, JSDA, JSDB**
- Job Skills A/Open – **APM, BB, M500, MTRP, MTV-S, MTV- D**
- Metric 500 – **TEC, QB, PS, PPP, MTV-S/D, APM, BB, MTRP, JSDA, JSDB**
- Mouse Trap Vehicle Speed or Distance – **M500, BB, MTRP, JSDA, JSDB**
- Mouse Traptor Pull - **TEC, QB, PS, PPP, MTV-S/D, APM, BB, M500, JSDA, JSDB**
- Opening & Closing Ceremonies – **M500, BB, PPP, PS, APM, MTRP**
- Power-Point Presentation – **M500, BB, MTRP, APM**
- Prepared Speech – **APM, BB, M500, MTRP**
- Quiz Bowl – **M500, BB, MTRP**
- Robotic: Urban Search & Rescue – **M500, BB, APM, MTRP, OCC, PS, PPP**
- Team Engineering Challenge – **M500, BB**